
It’s a great honor, and also a pleasure, to have the opportunity to deliver this keynote speech 
on the occasion of the Kiev Arbitration Days.  I am particularly grateful to the members of 
the Organizing Committee, and especially Ms. Irina Nazarova, for their kindness in asking 
me to make these remarks this evening. 

First, the title of my talk – “BITs, BATs and Buts.” Allow me before I begin to say a word of 
explanation about the title.  Of course, the term “BITs” refers to bilateral investment treaties 
– about which we have heard from Meg Kennear and others in the course of today’s lectures.  
The term “BATs” refer to an instrument that does not yet exist - but which hopefully will 
exist in the future.  A “BAT” is a bilateral arbitration treaty – and these will be the focus of 
my remarks tonite.  And finally, “Buts” are all of the various reasons that skeptics may raise 
by way of objection to the concept of BATs – but which, as we will see, are not in fact 
substantial grounds for doubting the wisdom and usefulness of BATs.   

I’d like to begin by recalling the innovative role of BITs, of bilateral investment treaties, in 
international dispute resolution today.  Bilateral investment treaties provide perhaps the 
principal means of dispute resolution for contemporary investor-state disputes.  They also 
provide what was thirty years ago or so a highly innovative approach towards dispute 
resolution.  BITs provide a mechanism by which foreign investors can arbitrate their claims 
against a host state without a traditional bilateral arbitration agreement contained in an 
underlying commercial contract.  Instead, the central innovation of the dispute resolution 
mechanisms in BITs was that a state would, in the bilateral investment treaty, make an open 
offer to arbitrate against any foreign investor that fell within a defined category in the 
bilateral investment treaty.  If a foreign investor then wished, because it believed its rights 
under the BIT or otherwise had been violated by the host state, to commence an arbitration it 
had merely to accept the standing offer from the host state, thereby, at least on some 
theoretical level, giving rise to an arbitration agreement between the foreign investor and the 
host state, pursuant to which the foreign investor was able to pursue claims under the BIT 
against the host state.   

The notion of consent under bilateral investment treaties was always understood to be 
somewhat artificial.  Jan Paulsson coined the famous, if also not entirely accurate, phrase 
“Arbitration without privity” - reflecting the non-traditional, the unorthodox, character of the 
agreement to arbitrate in a BIT, reflecting the fact that in many senses the agreement to 
arbitrate resulting from a BIT was less a traditional example of arbitration by consent and 
more a generally-available legislative or regulatory regime created by the bilateral investment 
treaty for the benefit of foreign investors protected by the treaty.  There was a form of 
consent to BIT arbitration, but it was a somewhat attenuated form of consent, derived 
principally from the legislative framework of the treaty, rather than a traditional contractual 
relationship. 

Why did the generation that introduced bilateral investment treaties adopt this approach 
towards international arbitration and the concept of consent? Arbitration was, international 
arbitration was, in this construct, adopted because it was seen to be the most neutral, the most 
efficient, the most objective and the fairest means of dispute resolution; arbitration was seen 
as the best available means of resolving international investment disputes.  And although the 
notion of consent was paid lip-service, because an investor had to decide whether or not it 
chose to avail itself of the state’s standing offer, it was nonetheless an innovative, a creative 
use of international arbitration outside of the traditional context of bilateral or multi-party 
arbitration clauses negotiated in a contractual setting and included in a traditional contractual 
instrument. 



My thesis tonight is that international commercial arbitration can learn something about 
dispute resolution and consent from international investment arbitration.  We all know, of 
course, that investment arbitration has learned a good deal from international commercial 
arbitration.  The basic procedural rules in many investment arbitrations, whether conducted 
under the UNCITRAL rules or the ICSID rules, draw substantially on earlier experiences in 
international commercial arbitration.  Many of the pleading techniques, the advocacy 
techniques that are used in investment arbitration parallel those previously developed in the 
commercial setting.  Many of the arbitrators and many of the counsel that appear in 
investment arbitrations have substantial overlaps with those in commercial arbitration.  And I 
would suggest that international commercial arbitration can learn equally from investment 
arbitration.  In particular, I think where international commercial arbitration can learn is 
through what I referred to a few moments ago, is the concept of a bilateral arbitration treaty, a 
BAT, rather than a BIT.   

Let me say a few words about what a BAT is, and then explain how this concept is derived 
from the approach to dispute resolution in investment arbitration.  The fundamental concept 
of a bilateral arbitration treaty is that two states, for example, Ukraine and Thailand, conclude 
a treaty providing that all of a particular category of disputes between their respective 
nationals shall be resolved - as a default mechanism - by international commercial arbitration.  
The category of disputes that would be subjected to this default mechanism of international 
arbitration would be defined by the states in their BAT.  Typically, those states would agree 
that international commercial disputes - disputes involving business transactions between 
merchants for the purpose of earning, of realizing a profit - would be those submitted to 
arbitration as a default mechanism under a bilateral arbitration treaty.  This definition would 
exclude consumer disputes, employment disputes and similar categories of disputes and be 
focused entirely on commercial, business disputes. The BAT, the bilateral arbitration treaty, 
would provide that whenever an international commercial dispute arose between, in our 
example, nationals of the Ukraine and Thailand, those disputes would be submitted to 
international arbitration for final and binding resolution. Neither state’s courts would 
entertain such disputes (and would instead refer the parties to arbitration) and both states’ 
courts would recognize and enforce the resulting arbitral awards.   

It is important to note that parties would be entirely free to opt out of this default mechanism. 
For example, if the parties’ original commercial contract contained a different arbitration 
mechanism, ICC, LCIA, some other mechanism, or a foreign selection clause choosing the 
courts of one country or the other, Thailand/Ukraine/a third state, then that contractually 
agreed mechanism would supplant the bilateral arbitration treaty’s default mechanism.  Only 
where the parties had not indicated a contrary intention would the BAT’s dispute resolution 
mechanism, its default mechanism, apply.  But where the parties had indicated no choice with 
respect to dispute resolution, the default mechanism in international commercial transactions 
would be international arbitration.   

The states concluding a BAT could provide for arbitration of covered disputes pursuant to 
whatever institutional or non-institutional rules they wished – and parties would of course be 
free, by agreement, to alter this choice. A logical choice, however, for a dispute resolution 
mechanism would be the revised 2010 UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules. Those Rules provide a 
maximally neutral and modern set of arbitration rules, with the Permanent Court of 
Arbitration in the Hague serving to select an appointing authority for arbitrators and 
potentially as an administering institution. The UNCITRAL Rules also contain default 
mechanisms for multiple issues, including such matters as selection of an arbitral seat, 
arbitrators’ fees and the like. 



Why should one want to think about the possibility of a BAT - why ought Ukraine and 
Thailand to consider adopting such a treaty?  The reason that both these and other states 
should consider adopting such a treaty is precisely the same reason that bilateral investment 
treaties used international arbitration as a default mechanism for the resolution of 
international investment disputes and also precisely the same reason that international 
arbitration has become the preferred mechanism for resolution of international commercial 
disputes by businesses around the world.  The reason, simply put, is that arbitration, 
international arbitration, is the least bad mechanism for resolving international disputes.  No 
dispute is pleasant and no mechanism for dispute resolution is particularly efficient, but when 
disputes arise they must be resolved and the objective ought to be to resolve them quickly and 
efficiently, expertly and neutrally.  And in all those categories, experience teaches us and the 
context of international businesses teaches us that international arbitration, international 
commercial arbitration is the least bad alternative.   

We all know many of these reasons for preferring international arbitration as a means of 
resolving international commercial disputes, but it’s still worth reminding ourselves of them 
for just a moment.  International arbitration provides a neutral mechanism for resolving 
disputes.  The Ukrainian party need not litigate in Thai courts and, conversely, the Thai party 
need not litigate in Ukrainian courts, rather a neutral, internationally neutral tribunal selected 
with the participation of the parties will resolve the parties’ disputes.  Equally, international 
arbitration has shown itself, not always perfectly, but nonetheless with a high degree of 
consistency, to be a more efficient mechanism for resolving commercial disputes than that 
available in almost all other forums.  In this case, the reason for the Ukrainian and Thai 
parliaments to give approval to this treaty would be to provide speedier access to justice than 
would otherwise be available in the respective courts of the parties.  Similarly, international 
arbitration would, particularly with the parties involved in selection of the tribunal, permit 
selection of expert decision makers rather than local judges, often more accustomed to 
domestic matters.  By the same token, and perhaps most importantly, international arbitration 
would offer durable, enforceable results not available from national courts.  In most cases, 
certainly in the case of the Ukraine and Thailand, there would be no bilateral recognition of 
judgments treaty, no mechanism by which a Ukrainian judgment could be enforced in 
Thailand or vice versa.  An international arbitration would, as it does in other contexts, offer 
the possibility of a more enforceable, a more effective, final resolution of the parties’ dispute, 
which at the end of the day is the ultimate litmus test for any international dispute resolution 
mechanism.  And so, for all those reasons, reasons of neutrality, reasons of efficiency, 
reasons of expertise and reasons of enforceability, the mechanism, the default mechanism of 
international arbitration would provide a desirable mechanism for the legislators in the 
Ukraine and Thailand to make available to their respective nationals.   

There would be particular benefits to many states from adopting a BAT. A commitment to 
international arbitration to resolve commercial disputes would provide assurances to foreign 
traders considering entering into business with local merchants that future disputes would be 
fairly and efficiently resolved, and then enforced.  Particularly in states where local 
judiciaries in undergoing reform processes or where litigants face substantial delays or 
similar difficulties, a state’s promise of speedy, neutral and expert dispute resolution would 
offer substantial incentives to foreign traders.  Those promises would be particularly 
attractive for foreign parties with contracts and potential disputes with state entities and state-
owned companies. And, of course, adoption of the treaty of this sort would also relieve 
docket congestion in the courts of the Ukraine and Thailand, and it would make those courts 
available for local citizens in local disputes, not burdening them with the difficulties of 
disputes of foreign traders.   



So what are the reasons that one might not choose to adopt a BAT?  What are the buts?  What 
are the reasons that should give us pause in considering this proposal?   

The most obvious one, the immediate, is party consent, party autonomy.  The fundamental 
basis of international commercial arbitration for centuries has been that of party autonomy.  
The foundation for any international commercial arbitration, we learn on the first day of any 
arbitration class is that of consent and the fundamental innovation of a BAT is that it does not 
rest on explicit party consent.  It is, in a sense, like a bilateral investment treaty, a form of 
constructed consent; a slightly contrived form of consent.  That is true – even more than a 
BIT, which involves at least a standing offer and an acceptance, a BAT provides for 
arbitration without a prior agreement to arbitrate. 

And yet is a BAT really inconsistent with the basic concept of party autonomy?  Is it really so 
different – is a BAT really so different – from the forms of consent that we see in other 
settings?  And I would like to suggest that, although it may be a step further, it’s not that 
much of a further step beyond what we already recognize to be effective consent to 
international arbitration. And, insofar as this form of consent is a step beyond past constructs, 
it is one that is sensible and justified. 

First of all, going back to the description of a BAT, it’s fundamental to this proposal that it is 
only a default proposal.  Parties are always free to contract out of the dispute resolution 
mechanism in a BAT.  Parties are always free to agree upon a forum selection clause, to 
agree upon a different form of arbitration, to agree on expert determination, or to agree 
simply to opt out of the treaty altogether, leaving undecided a form of dispute resolution.  
And in that sense, the treaty does not purport in any way to override the parties’ express 
intentions or even their implied intentions but merely to provide a default mechanism for 
ascertaining their intentions.   

To what extent then does this default mechanism correspond with the parties’ intentions?  I 
would like to suggest that this mechanism corresponds at least as well as bilateral investment 
treaties’ mechanisms for dispute resolution do in many instances.  If you ask international 
businessmen how they their commercial disputes should be resolved, they would say that 
they want those disputes resolved neutrally and efficiently and fairly.  They would not know 
the details of how this occurs, but that would be their expectation.  

Of course, in many cases, this is not the current mechanisms for resolving international 
commercial disputes where the parties have not agreed upon a forum selection clause or an 
international arbitration provision.  In these instances, parties face, as we know, the threats of 
parallel or multiplicituous litigation in different forums, often on one another’s home turf, 
often facing local courts that may have parochial predispositions against one party or the 
other, and often producing judgments that can’t be effectively enforced.  None of that picture, 
none of that scenario, corresponds with parties’ underlying, fundamental expectations and 
preferences that their disputes will be fairly, neutrally and efficiently resolved.   

Indeed, when one looks carefully at national court authority dealing with the question of 
international arbitration agreements, one very frequently sees decisions holding that 
pathological arbitration clauses will be enforced, with courts straining, indeed strain mightily, 
to uphold agreements to arbitrate notwithstanding grievous defects or contradictions, 
typically on the basis that parties engaged in international commerce can be assumed to have 
wanted to resolve their disputes by arbitration. Those decisions rest more on generalized 
conceptions of what sort of dispute resolution is fair, efficient and neutral as on specific 
indications of consent. 



Likewise, the example of consent in BITs is, as we know, a constructed one – dependent on a 
prescribed treaty framework, rather than on any notion of a negotiated, bilateral arbitration 
agreement. And the same considerations that make arbitration appropriate, despite the 
absence of traditional forms of consent, in the context of BITs also make it appropriate as a 
default mechanism in the context of a BAT. Just as arbitration as a default mechanism in 
bilateral investment treaties involves a form of constructed consent, so arbitration in a 
bilateral arbitration treaty would involve a form of constructed consent, but one that 
nonetheless rests on the fundamental expectations of the parties for a neutral and independent 
form of dispute resolution for disagreement arising out of international commercial dealings.   

What other Buts might one advance then against the suggestion of a bilateral arbitration 
treaty?  The next obvious But is that these treaties would deny parties access to justice, access 
to the public court system, one might rely on constitutional guarantees like the due process 
clause in the United States or like Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights.  
And certainly the notion of access to justice, a guarantee that a party will have access to an 
independent court that will resolve its disputes neutrally and fairly, is fundamental.  But in 
the international context, in our Thai and Ukrainian example, access to justice is a more 
complicated concept.  In fact, what one is speaking of in concrete terms then is not access to a 
court but access to multiple courts, ultimately it means access by the Thai party to Thai 
courts, access by the Ukrainian party to Ukrainian courts and at the end of the day that 
produces again multiplicitous litigation in front of potentially parochial local courts of each 
party, neither able to produce a definitive resolution of the parties’ disputes that is readily 
capable of enforcement.  In fact, the real way to provide access to justice in international 
transactions of this sort is through a default mechanism of international arbitration of the sort 
that I have just described under a bilateral arbitration treaty.  It is, in fact, a default 
mechanism of international arbitration that provides real access to justice not constructed 
access to justice of the sort that one traditionally sees in a domestic context. 

A third But concerns the mechanics and details of the arbitral process. How, absent an 
arbitration agreement, is the arbitration to be conduct. That But is easily dispensed with.  The 
UNCITRAL Rules prescribe default solutions for all of the principal issues arising in the 
conduct of an arbitration – including choice of arbitrators, number of arbitrators, arbitral seat, 
arbitral procedures, choice of law rules, arbitrators’ compensation and the like. Nor is it so 
novel to suggest using the UNCITRAL Rules as a default mechanism, absent party 
agreement. Indeed, that is almost precisely what the Panama Convention does – prescribing 
the IACAC Rules, based almost entirely on the UNCITRAL Rules – as a default rule when 
the parties have not otherwise agreed. And, as a practical matter, with the PCA to select the 
appointing authority, the UNCITRAL Rules would allow for an efficient and effective 
arbitral process. 

A fourth But involves existing regimes for the enforcement of forum selection clauses and 
judgments.  A good example is here in Europe, the Brussels Regulation and in the United 
States the full faith in credit clause and due process clauses of the United States Constitution.  
In each of those two jurisdictions or super jurisdictions there are existing mechanisms which 
both guarantee access to justice and which also guarantee the effective enforcement of 
judgments.  In those jurisdictions, within those jurisdictions within Europe, for example, 
within the 50 individual states of the United States, for example, there would be substantial 
difficulties to adopting a BAT.  A BAT between Germany and Italy, a BAT between 
Alabama and California, does not make sense, because of the existing regime, in many ways 
a domestic regime, that regulates dispute resolution and the recognition of judgments.  One, 
therefore, needs to carve out within the European space, within the US space, other federal 
states would be similar examples, the notion of a BAT.  But outside of those regimes, in 



dealings between citizens of the European states and third countries, in dealings between 
nationals of the United States and third states, dealings between national of other countries, a 
BAT continues to make good sense. 

The final But – the one that is most fearsome – is fear of the unknown. We have all learned 
the law, learned the international legal system, as existing in a particular construct according 
to a particular set of rules.  A BAT is innovative; it breaks the mold that we have learned and 
appears outlandish, far-fetched or improbably. But we ought not forget that 100 years ago the 
New York Convention and BITs would have been regarded similarly. They too were bold 
innovations. But that does not mean that further innovations cannot come or offer similar 
benefits. So let us put that fearsome But, that But of orthodoxy and tradition, away and think 
instead about what might be, what could be, and how to make it happen.   


